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NEW CURRICULUM
VOL. 6,No. 7

WEDNJ:SDAY, MAY 27, 1970

ADOPTED AT LAST!

Price: $1 .00 Per Copy _

..----

I. NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
Biological Sciences
Physical Science
Mathematics

9 credit hours

II. BEHAVIORAL &

SOCIAL -$ClENCES
Anthropology
Economics
Geography
History
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology

Ill. HUMANITIES
Art

English
Foreign Language
Linguistics
Music
Philosophy
Speech

12 credit hours

9 credit hours
Students must take a minimum of three courses in each of the nine credit hours
categories ·and a minimum of four courses in the 12 hours _category.
ln_each of the categories, however, students may not take more than two
courses in any one discipline to meet the basic program requir~ments.

"In effect by September" - President Sachs
By special action of the Faculty Sen~
ate yesterday afternoon, it is now certain
that a new curriculum will be in effect at
Northeastern by this September.
Ballots from the recent faculty referendum were returned and counted, and
the results were announced at the meeting. Reportedly, 71 percent of the faculty

voting favored the proposed curriculum
revision.
President Sachs, contacted at his office yesterday, explained that it was
"certain" that the revisions would be in
effect at that time.
Only one difficulty arose. Voting was
extremely close in the physical educa-

tion requirement issue, and a run off
ballot will have to be taken. At this time,
It is not known whether there will be a
requirement in this field ·at all, but there
will be either a mandatory three hour
requirement or none at all. Details will
be avail<J.ble in PRINT's next issue, June
10.
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PRINT PROUDLY
PRESENTS:
AN UNDERCOVER
AGENT POLL

THE STEIN PLAN
There is discontent within our
society. But, such has been the case
in pa~t history of all nations. The
question , then , is how wide-spread
is the discontent and where can it
lead us ?
Governments, by nature , seek to
maintai n the status quo, and this is
understanda ble. On_ the other ha nd .
certain individual s within society
have a lways sought to create disquiet and resentment toward governments. At this particular level
discourse remains academic. It is,
however, another matter when minorities, lower and upper. classes,
intellectuals and the business community begin to lend an ear to such
traditional agitators.
W e, here in America, are said to
be involved in a great ex periment.
That is, can a nation of people voluntarily place in the hands of the
few the power to regulate the lives
of the man y? The agreement, entered into by mutual consent, has,
to date , not succeeded in past history, and moreover, no nation in
past history has ever had such
grave res ponsibilities as our own
United States . It is nbt surpris ing to
discover that the would be democracies as well as the present democratic nations are e ngaged in careful observation of o ur country. Indeed, the alternative systems are
themselves a nxiously awaiting an
outcome.
Governments are obligated to
provide food , clothing and s helter
to their constituency. Our government, due to a war and the necessary eco nomic events that accompany war, is fa lling short of this
basic pre mise. Indeed, the abili ty of
the population to purchase and the
means of industry to produce has
been
substantial ly curtailed.
Where the n does this basic inade quacy leave the people in relation to the government? D emocracy, if it is to survive, must work in
co nsort with the people or, by necessity, one will oppress the other.
A most pregnant question tha t

has not bee n raised in our nation is:
has the socie ty allowed itself to be
lulled into a semi-conscious state
due in part to the seemingly free
mass media? We . must not allow
ourselves to be deluded with the
idea of freedom when in reality we,
as citizens, are not free to the degree that the arrangement calls for.
That is, the original compact required govern ment to represent the
people as a whole and not certain
interest groups.
It is now all too obvious that the
govern ment believes _t hat the
course it is following, with respect
to the lndo-C hina War, is one, correct, and two, the majority of the
population supports its po licies. If
both these assu mpti o ns are valid
the n those that believe otherwise
would be imposing the minorit y
view o n the maj o rity. H owever, if
the government is incorrect, in either case or bo th , then the converse
is true . It is, therefore clear that an
appraisa l is in order. But , the nagging question o f how best to prove
which assumption correct has
eluded us.
The govern ment , a nd appare ntly the people agree that the political
process in o ur land must be p reserved at a ll costs. Secondly, both
government a nd people agree that
the economy is of vital importance.
In addition, we are asked by our
governme nt to follow the traditional methods laid down by past generations; that is , voicing opinions a nd
exercising our individual rights . It
is with these basic crn;1 cepts in mind
that the fo ll owing is suggested:

Two objectives can be accomplished by this kind of protest. One ,
the government will recei ve strong
reaction from industry. Two, the
nation will see that the academic
community is quite se rious, for the
personal sacrifice will be intense on
faculty, administration and stu-:·
dents. We in the academic community have power ; let us use it in a
tradition that is commensurate
with intellectua l ideas. Not an offensive demonstration , not a .riot,
not a burning, but rather a con- .
scious effort tha t each individual
will fee l a nd the world can appreciate. Many of us ha ve asked what
we can do as individuals . The time
is now ; this is our opportunity to
express ourselves as intelligent
serious thinking people who are
prepared to protes t a t our own individual expe nse.
Ifwe are engaged in the most dyna mic political experiment of all
history, the n the ba lance of not
only our own nation hangs by a
slim thread , but the rest of the
world as well. This nation, a ppa_re ntly, has the opportunity a nd responsibilit y to carry o ut the idea of
a sy mbiosis between ma n a nd government. Our government is
strong, of thi s there is not question .
It then seems clear that only a
meeting of minds can solve the
pr.o blems of o ur time . We must allow our fellow citizens to see that
we a re serious and willing to work
with a nd not against them .

Some time ago a man said, "The
streets of our country are in tur. moil. The universities are fill ed
RESOL YEO : THAT IN THE with students rebelling a nd rioting.
SEPTEM BER, 1970 SEMESTER Commu nists a re seeking to destroy
A PURCHASING BAN ON ALL our country. Ru ssia is threate nin g
"IEW AND USE DTEXT BOOKS us with her might and the republic
BE INSTITUTED BY FA CUL- is in danger. Yes, danger from
TY AND STU DENTS, WITH within and without. We m:ed law
THE COOPERATION OF AD- . and order." That man was - Adolf
MINISTRATION , IN EVERY Hitler ( 1932).
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
ALL WE ARE SA YING IS:
ACROSS THE ENTIRE NA, GIVE PEACE A C HANCE.
TION.

It's been a half year now since pseudo-leftist Officer Bill Fropolly blew his cover at
the Conspiracy trial. Not meaning lo fan flames of parano ia, the editors of the PRINT
believe it is obvious that another undercover agent is operating "the Northeastern
beat," to protect society from rabid, rabble-rousing radicals.
As a public service, we're printing the pictures and qualifications of some of the
students who could possibly be considered Chicago police and/ or CIA material. We'd
really -be interested in getting opinion

Frank Anselmo- Fronk, a senior, vaulted from
obscurity lo prominence here during a rally ofter
the Kent Stole killings. He was a leading spokesman during the Student Strike and · Northeastern ·
Rock Festival. According to friends, Frank's political
views hove changed radically in the lost few years.
Former conservative connections include playing
basketball for Lone Tech.

Dan Conlon - Bi g Don suddenly burst upon the
leftist scene al Northeastern during the Rockwell
Gray conlroversey. He was a leader for the Ad Hoc
Committee to Retain Gray, and hos circulated in
radical circles since. Don is also reputed to be o
karate expert.

Conrad Pitcher-Ve"n eroble lefti st Conrod is
probably the best-known organizer on campus. He
has connection s with practically every radical
group and organization, including the RYM II faction of the SDS. He wrote the revolutionary column
"Foco," which appeared in the PRINT for a year.
Besides rumored connections with the CIA, Conrad

was allegedly the president of his fraternity at nis
former school, as well as starring on the football
-team.

Al Schiff- The youngest of the candidates
p rese nted, friendly Al hos become t he personal
friend of most left-wing students. Al hos also been
recently appointed chairman of the Bugghouse
Square Committee. Rapidly reversing political
views, on upper-middle class background, and
membership on the swimming team are among the
qualities which won Al a berth among the other
possible undercover candidates.

Godfrey ?- Reputed to be nearing forty year s
old, Godfrey, whose iast name Is unce rta in, has
been called on outside agitator. He walked onto
Northeastern from points unknown, and began to
orgonize• students following Gov. Ogilvie's tuition
hike . Godfrey prefers to remain mainly in the background, rather than the spotlight.

Marshal M. Stein
Student

FACULTY STORY ERROR CORRECTED

Tlw \ortlw<1-.tt·rn

PRINT
I wish to clear up some misconceptions in an article on page 7
of your issue dated May 13 . The
article is entitled, " Faculty with
outside activity better, survey reveals."
· Since I acted as methodological
consultant and final evaluator, I
wish to point out that , since th e
stud y did not compare faculty

.,

members in two categories - involved versus not involved in significant other commitments - it
could not justly advance " evidence" that any group was better.
The team who originated this
project studied faculty who volunteered to have their p11tterns of activity so studied. The student group
then drew conclusions about their

adequacy as teachers, and whether
outside commitments could be an
asset in. the teachers' courses.
They concluded in the affirmative, but no comparative judgement is warranted.
Yours truly,
Richard J. Robertson
Assoc. Professor, psychology

This is PRINT. You ore reading the
staff box. Listed below ore the members
of PRINT. They ore responsible for the
contents of most of the written material
in PRINT. If you hove any beefs about
something you feel is objectionable
please write a letter clearly defining
your gripe. It is hard to address it to one
specific person because we are working
this trimester under a temporary, provisional government. We have no individual editors . The paper is put together in
a co-operative effort of all those people
below.
The PRINT is published at Northeastern Illinois State College, 5500 N. St.
Louis, Chicago Illinois 60625. Opinions
expressed herein are not necessarily
those of the Northeastern Administration
and need reflect the views of the individual contributor only. Address those letters to PRINT office E-45 .

Roger Bader
Hal Bluethmon
Del Breckenfeld
Noreen Ciesielczyk
Susan Concorder
Gene Corey
Monika Czehok
Ken Davis
Cindy Dubas
Marnie Fournier
Ellen Friedman
Maura George
Dave Green
Fronk Konrad
Jim Martin
Connie McNeely
Mickey S_o grillo
Lorry Spaeth
Bill Spreitzer
Gory-Dole Stockmonn
Roberto Thomas
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...and nobody who was
there ivill ever be the same ...
When Chuck Greenberg announced to
the college last January that he was formulating plans for a gigantic rock marathon
out in the athletic field sometime in spring,
few people really believed that it would
come about.
As spring drew close, the plans for
Greenberg's rock bash gradually became
buried under the frenzy of activity against
tuition hikes and strike maneuvers.
It was almost pure coincidence that the
hastily-assembled "strike committee' decided a couple of weeks ago that it would
stage a "strike festival" in the same place
and at about the same time.
The proposal did not meet with instant
approval. Many students, feeling the need
to move into the community and begin discussing issues with neighbors, feared that
blasting loud music at them until early
morning would set community relations
back hopelessly. Others feared conflicts
with the police, and many simply felt that a
rock festival was simply inappropriate
when students were mourning deaths at
Kent and Jackson.

The complex plans were formulated hastily, and soon it became impossible to stop
the affair. Bands were booked and equipment was being trucked in . New features
were added at the last moment, such as the
full-scale Blink Family light show.
The co-ordinating committee met at
length with police, and -arranged for a group
of medics to be on hand to handle emergencies. There were still a number of problems to be ironed out, though. On its original request for use of the athletic field, the
committee had said that the festival would
end at about midnight.
Dr. Lienemann approved use only until
ten. Members of the committee, meeting
with Lienemann told him they feared
trouble if they attempted to turn the crowd
away early, in light of the fact that publicity
had indicated midnight as closing.
The festival was getting frequent plugs by
progressive FM stations, particularly
WGLD . Literally thousands of leaflets and
posters were distributed to high schools.and
other universities throughout the city.
Some organizers were cooly predicting five
thousand visitors.

Meeting with Dr. Sachs and security services, Lienemann decided to allow use of
the field until midnight, on the condition
that music was to be toned down at ten
o'clock .
By two o'clock Wednesday afternoon,
the music was flowing. At the last minute
Bob Seeger System agreed to fly in for a
performance, and the act was penciled in
for about ten o'clock.
About twelve bands performed in all, and
things finally wrapped up at about I :30.
Though numerous complaints had been
registered with the police by neighbors, the
police did not come to the campus at all
during the program, and a check Thursday
morning indicated that no one was arrested.
Promoters of the concert were searching
for superlatives on Thursday to describe
their own efforts. They were reportedly
planning seriously for another affair in
mid-August, possibly not here on campus,
Emerging from a small, informal meeting, a
source announced that " they're planning
to rent the entire lakefront from Evanston
to Indiana."
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GREENBERG OUT FOR SUMMER;
NAMES BYRON PRO-TEM
A simple message sent to Dean Howenstine last week confirmed that Chuck
Greenberg, "President" of the "student
government" since Tony Wiszowaty resigned over two ,trimesters ago, has taken a
"leave of absence" for - the summer, and
will probably return in Septe~ber.
Greenberg, who has not been in or near
his office for several weeks, was not available for comment.
In his memo to Dean Howenstine,
Greenberg mentions for the first time that
he will be "prepared to have an election for
new officers" irt September, Greenberg
had resisted this move in the past, since
there is, technically no student government.
In a referendum taken last October, over
900 students voted in favor of a proposal
dissolving the student constitution "until
such time as a community constitution can
be developed and adopted." This left the
then President, Tony Wiszowaty, as President, though the Senate had technically

been dissolved by popular demand .
When academic pressures became too

,-,ri
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great, Wiszowaty resigned, leaving the
duties to Greenberg, who, obviously, had
not been elected to the position. Greenberg
appointed Jay Byron his Administrative
Assistant, and between them they attempted to continue the routine functions
of the Senate. Financial difficulties, as tlie
memo explains, have now caused Greenberg to step aside, if only temporarily, as
Byron takes his turn as President. Though
Greenberg refers to Byron as President
Pro-Tern, it has generally been understood
that he, himself was a kind of President
Pro-Tern, since he was merely serving out
Wiezowa~y's term of office.
Jay Byron has been serving with the
Ad-Hoc Presidential Committee to formulate a Community Constitution, a group
which, to date, has met with limited success.

S~CHS SAYS NO TO
GRAY HEARING
Dormant for a couple of months, the
machinery. However, there is college
Rockwell Gray controversy is gradually
policy allowing for a committee of some
coming back to full boil.
but not all tenured members. The matter
In the past couple of weeks, President
of retention was discussed thoroughly by
Sachs has responded to the official request
the Department Chairmen of the Colof the Academic Freedom and Faculty
lege of Arts and Sciences, and a policy
Welfare Committee that Rocky Gray be
was decided upon allowing three opgranted a hearing. Rockwell Gray is the
tions. This was done early, in the fall of
English department faculty member who
1969, it was publicized and time was
failed to receive retention early this year,
allowed for objections. Thi.s policy was
though the retention committee of his de,formalized in a memo from Dean' Hudpartment met thr~e times to consider his
son dated November 4, 1969. If the Acacase.
demic Freedom and Faculty Welfare
Sachs' refusal to agree to an open hearing
Committee proposes a policy to superhas touched off a new string of debate, with
cede the orfe now in effect surely that
the AFFW committee leading this round.
policy must somehow be presented to the
Gray, learning of his non-retention, and
faculty . Certainly the Department
feeling that the action was unjust, registered
Chairmen who helped develop and
On Thursday, June 4, the second major
an official complaint with the AFFW comagreed to the present policy should be
event in two weeks will occur in the NISC
mittee on February 23. His complaint, as
consulted when a contrary policy is sugathletic field. It will be one which .has been
transmitted directly to Sachs, was threegested .
awaited for over four years - the groundfold.
The Academic Freedom and Faculty
breaking for NISC's first phase of physical
First, Gray claims that he was never told
Welfare Committee has the charge to deexpansion, the science building. there was any dissatisfaction with his work.
velop policy and is certainly within its
He was not asked to submit any materials to
rights to propose that the suggested
More than fifty regional dignitaries have
the retention committee, contrary to their
procedures to be voted upon by AAUP
beJ;:n invited to the ceremony, scheduled for
normal practice: In addition, the departbe campus policy. I would assume that
2 in the afternoon. Mayor Daley and Govment and the administration refuse to state
this would som~how be publicized and
ernor Ogilvie have been invited, as well as
the reasons for his non-retention.
the Faculty ,be given an opportunity to
many state and local representatives. It is
Second, the • departmental committee
react. This has nothing to do with the
understood that Congressman Roman Puwhich made the decision consisted of only
case we are discuss\ng since I am sure
six of the then ten tenured members of the
that your committee would agree that
department.
:
•
policy does nqt apply expost facto.
Third, according to Gray, the opinions of
In view .of the preceding, I see no reastudents and non-tenured faculty members
son to propose a hearing for Mr. Gray or
were not consulted.
.
to extend to him another contract.
The committe~ (ql!nd that Gray's' complaint was legitiffiate on "at least the first
The AFFW committee dispatched a retwo counts," and ·recommended that Gray
ply almost immediately, denying that Mr.
either be granted a formal hearing or be
Gray was ever "informed in(ormally about
Barbara Rush, star of "Forty Carats" at
extended an unconditional probationary
dissatisfaction with his work." The reply
the Blackstone Theatre, will address the
contract for the 1970-7 I academic year.
emphasized that Mr. Gray had riever been
speech department and interested guests in
The dispatch to President Sachs was · given written reasons for his non-retention,
thl! Little Theatre at NISC at I p.m. Tuesdated April 13. Howe·v er, due to a complex
which t~e gutqelipes, of the Ameris an ~ssoday, June 2. The entire college community
clerical mistake, President Sachs never reciation of Univetsity Professors say he is
is invited to attend.
ceived his copy. After hearing of the report
entitled to .
, .
.
. ,, ,
Barbara Rush is often asked why she
from students and .other faculty members,
AFFW' challenge9 the authority of the
waited so long to step onto a lighted stage.
he requested a copy aqd replied on May 15.
"Council of Depi;lrtment Chairmen'' in its
Obviously it was because film and teleThe text of his statemi nt_f,9! lows: ,.;, ,
second point, explaining that the Facutly
vision appearances kept crowding her caOn May 7,, tiaving heard indirectly of Constitution -does not make p rovisions for
your memo of April 13 from _~everal
such fl body. Df nyi'!}g that the Couns il 9{ lendar with such persistency, and her private role of being mother to •daughter
sources includiqg students, I requested a
Chairmen has the right to set policy, the
Claudia, now six, and ·son · Christopher,
copy from the Committee Secretary.
AfFW. committee· cited, the precedent on
now 17, were all so time demanding it was
This ·memo is my liriswer.
the Stern retention '1earings of last y ear, in
never possible to plan into any next sel;lson.
You find Mr. Gray's complaint legitiwhich a majd r 'p'oinCin Stern's 'favor was
mate on two counts . With respect to -the
that all tenured members of his departm¢nt ' But last year Miss Rush was finally' lured
into the living theatre for the first time, in /
first count Mr. Gray was ·made aware
were not called upon 'to vote . Admittiri·g
informally by his department chairma n
that the policy is unwritten, and "~acitly found April, in Chicago . The experience
delighted her that she has · opted for the
of some dissatisfaction during his time
accepted," the reply urged that all tenured
theatre again this season.
~
on campus. This, coupled ~ith the fact
members have th,e_right to sit on their deHer screen career has beeh overflowing_
that this employment was understood by
partment's reterit/on co,nmittee . ,
with a happy variety of films and roles'
both parties to be temporary in nature,
Sachs was no t expected to respond to the
causes me to feel there is little or no subsecond AFFW dispatch, but observers be- casting her opposite a glamorous list of
male co-stars including: Paul Newman,
stance in this count.
lieve that the battle for Rocky Gray's retenFrank Sinatra, James Mason, Marlon
The second count is that only six of tion is far from over. Ov_er 1,000 students
Brando, Fredric March, Rock Hudson and
the ten tenure\i •members voted . Even -if recently signed a petition calling for an
Richard Burton.
·
this were contrary to campus policy, and
open hearing, and before his resignation,
it is not, then 'the conclusion which
Her choice of her favorite films includes:
former English department Chairman Robwould follow thi s premise is that all ten
ert Paine received a heavy volume of proThe Young Lions,' Hombre, The Young
should vote not that we shift to hearing
Gray letters.
Philadelphian, Come Blow Your Horn,_

The Greenberg Memo

SCIENCE BillLDING TO
START THURSDAY!!
cinski will definiteti attend.
Northeastern officials were able to track
down the original gold shovel which was
once used to break gt ound for the present
campus in 1960. President Sachs will dig
the first spade of dirt, and the building will
officially be under way. It should be ready
for occupancy within two years.
When a bright orange chemical toilet facility sprung up in the field last Monday
morning, it had the dubious_honor of being
the first actual step taken by the construction company.

BARBARA RUSH
TO SPEAK AT NISC

0

so.

The Magnificent Obsession, Oh Men! Oh
Women! and Now Down Paymem.
Paralleling alt this screen activity has
· been a veritable parade of TV appearances, on every major show, climaxed by
her only appearance in a series, during the
last year, as Marsha in Peyton Place.
Barbara was born in Denver, but it did
not become her symbol of a home town as
her father was a mining company attorney
and kept the family on the move until after
she was ten. ·T hen Santa Barbara became
home, for she lived there through High
Schoo[ She; then went to the University of
California, where speech and dramatics
first attracted her. A -scholarship to The
Pasadena Playhouse followed, and as she
was the ' o illy girl in a class of 17, she
managed to land all the ingenue roles. Paramount Pictures discovered her at the Pasadena Playhouse, playing Cleopatra, and the
sun rose in a DeMille sky, and her film
career was launched.
No~, whe_n she is not on tour in the
theatre or on location for a film, she is at
home in Beverly Hills where she paints,
raises prize roses and West Highland terriers, and helps raise funds for any number
of charitable organizations.

Wednesday, May'27, 1970
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EMPEROR'S NIGHTENGALE
OPENS JUNE I
This year Stageplayers are presenting an
original script for their Children's Theatre
presentation entitled The_ Emperor'_s Nightengale. The script was written by Nick Cappola, the creator of the Niccolo Puppets m
New .York. Originally a show for puppets,
Mr. Cappola not only revised it for Stageplayers as a show using both live actors
and puppets, but lent some of his puppets
and coached us in operating them.
Mr. Durward Redd is directing the show
and also designed the set. Playing in The
Emperor's Nightengale are : Gary Porto,
Tad Hryniewicz, Bob Lynch, Donna Marcuso, Randy Baker , Nancy _Kau_fman,
Marie Ortez, Robert Gorg, Ben Spillman,
Dorothy Goldberg, and Cathy Cutinelli.
The show will be presented every day at
IO o 'clock the week of June I st for students
of the. Chicago Public Grammar Schools.
There will be a Friday night Benefit Performance of the play and a variety show
that is open to the college. All tickets are
one dollar and may be purchased in E-09.
There will also be a ~aturday morning performance open to ·the co.liege and tickets
will be 50c.

G&C AT-LARGE

Peony, the imported cast member of The
Emperor's Nightengale.

·COMMUNITY WORKERS SOUGHT
Students who are concerned about exploring career areas._and getting to know
" reality" so that they can make better career choices will have a wonderful opportunity to learn how this can be accomplished. Miss Sherri Fox, Director, Volunteer Services, Read-Chicago State Mental
Health Center and Outposts will be on
campus Thursday, June 4, 1970 at 2:00
p.m . in D-104.

iety of situations. For this reason she wants
to sell students on volunteering for as little
as three hours a week in various areas of
involvement "too difficult to describe" in
pi-int. She . staffs -numerous ·community
"outposts" with volunteers with almost any
interest which can be listed. These include
treatment centers, working with children,
adults or old people. There are opportunities for psycho-drama, speech classes,
games, etc .

Miss Fox would like to talk to all students
who some day would like to get a job or
carve out a career because they like to work
with people. She knows students could
make better career choices if only they had
a cha!l_Ce to experiment or observe in a var-

Anyone volunteering will be interviewed
and his interests explored. Volunteers will
be given an orientation and if one project
does not appeal, another more satisfactory
Cont. on pg. 6
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Prewils

A MARTIN POLL PRODUCTION

The magic garden of stanley sweetheart
Sc,eenpl•y by ROBERT T. WESTBROOK f;om h,s Novel
Produced by MARTIN POLL Directed by LEONARD HORN
M[ TROCOLOR
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· Saturday, june 6 . ~ Emp9:ror'S··.
· Nitlh..,,..le' Auditorium.
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Tuesday, June 9 . 7:30 fNe Film
Series features 'Cany On Nune.'
Auditorium.
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Friday, June 12. stage· Players
presents 'Peace.' 1 :30 Auditorium .
$2.00'" Adults, $1 .00 for students
with ID's, and , _ with Activity
Carda. Also June 13-17, II, 19, 20.
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Thursday, Moy 21. Teach-ins,
12:00 DoYkl Tompldna from History ,
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The counseling staff of the Guidance and
Counseling Center have completed their
"At Large" schedule for the current trimester; according to an . announcement
ma_d e recently by Miss McCreery, Coordinator of Academic Advisement, and students will find the schedule posted for their
convenience outside the secretary's office,
Room E224.
This refers to a plan the counselors have
developed to improve the services offered
the students by making a counselor available at any time during the day for students
who come to the Center with small prob1ems which require immediate attention,
thereby making it impossible for the student
to arrange for a conference in advance . As a
rule, · this inclµdes the need to secure app;oval for dropping and/or adding classes,
taking extra hours, or having registration
progr'~ms approved for those ·students who
have not yet decided upon a major and
therefore, do not have faculty advisors. In
order to provide this service, each member
of the counseling staff has cleared at least
one afternoon or morning from Monday
through Thursday during which he takes no
appointments. The following "At Large"
schedule has been worked out :
Monday morning - Mrs. D-, Raymer
Monday afternoon - Mr. W . Bobkiewicz
Tuesday morning - Miss B. Behrendt
Tuesday afternoon - Mrs. S. Murray
Wednesday morning - Miss D . McCreery
Wednesday afternoon - Mrs. D. Raymer
Thursday .morning - Mrs. S. Murray
Thursday afternoon - Miss B. Behrendt
Because there are, as a rule, fewer students on the campus on Friday than during
the rest of the week, "at large" service is
provided ·only in the morning, and the
counselors take this assignment in alphabetical order. The Friday schedule is also
posted outside the door to the secretary's
office, Room E224.
The names of the counselors who are at
large are posted every morning to a small
bulletin board designed for this purpose
which is located on the outside wall of the
secretary's office, Room E224, at the end of
the hall going by the counselors' offices,
E22 I, 222, and 223.
Students seeking help with problems of a
deeper nature which will require more of
the counselor's time are invited to arrange
for a conference with the counselor of his
choice . The center is making every effort to
have a receptionist available at all times to
help students arrange for conferences.
However, .since student aids serve this purpose, there are always times when, because
of class conflicts, there is no one at the reception desk. This makes it necessary for
the student to make his own decision and
sign up for a period on the conference
schedules which are · always clipped to• a
board left on the desk for the convenience
of the students, or to return at a later time
when there is a receptionist to assist him.

NISC CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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Miss McCreery recently announced that
every student who is on acad.e mic probation this term has been provided with a
counselor to help him as he works to return
his record to good standing: Letters to
students informing them of this assignment
are going into the mail 'j ust · as fast as possible. Students are urged· to take advantage
of this assist: nee which might very well
represent the difference between being
dropped fpr poor scholarship and success
in getting off probation. Students who do
not receive such a letter within the next
week or so should report to Miss
Mccreery, Room E-223, since the staff is
most anxious that no one be 'overlooked.

•

ical Sci.._. 1,00 Nancy 5 "'"" Anthropology and Huwh
_ . . , . . from ~iloaophy. 2,00
Mitch Vogel "'"" l'rima,y Education.

.

Big Wheel Bike Shop
SALES • SERVICE - RENTALS
.

AUTHORIZED

NORTHSIDE RALEIGH 6
ROBIN HOOD DEALERS

2935 N . BROADWAY
PHONE ,

528-5712

EXPERT REPAIR WORK
ON ALL MAKES

NOTICE TO GRADUA'l.,ES
Please note_that Friday, May 22 , 1970 was th e last day for filing final applications for
graduation m August, 1970 and also preliminary applications for graduation in December, 1970.
If yo u ha ve a ny questions a bout this, it would be advisable for you to see Mrs . Jac kson
in the Record Office as soon a s pos sible .
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I(ENTUCI{Y VISIT
A bout twenty-five members of the N ewman Club and friends went-to Vanceburg ,
Ken tu cky, for five days during the spring
break. H ere_, written by Cathy W eidman,
are some of their experiences:

llWSIGHT

cleaning, rummage sorting and visiting _t_aking food and clothing where needed, but_
mostly taking open ears and eyes and a desire to meet these people on their own
ground. The facts of two-room houses dirty
kids, and lack of facilities mentally "hit
home" only after we left the houses.
Everyone in Vanceburg wasn't poor.
That's what was so difficult to understand.
T he town had its fair share of wealthy
people living in suburban-looking homes
with _!wo~car garages - another anomaly ..
We learned other things in Kentucky,
too. T he Ohio River is great for picnics and
ro ller-skating is lots offun,-especially when
it's the big means of entertainment in t he
town. C hewing tobacco is okay if you don 't
swallow it. Poisonous snakes there smell
like cucum bers. A lso, thirsts have to be
quenched early since the tavern closes at
10:00 sharp.
T he trip was really great! You can ask
any of the people who went. We gave very
little and gained so much - J guess it's due to
th.e unselfish inner wealth of these people.
They were interested in others and willj n&i
to share everythiings ·.they, hai;I, , esp~c ia.Ii~
their most valuable assets, their time and
ideas.

" H ang loose," Brother Bob cautioned at
New m an April 30. Don't expect everyday
to be planned a nd packed with activities or
In a life filled with one disappointment after another, my greatest regret is that I missed
you w ill be disappointed . We " hung loose,"
Woodstock . I mean , like, wow, that was some scene. So there I was, one of the millions who
and were any of us disappointed? Far from
call themselves members of the Woodstock Nation , and I had.never been there.
it! Vanceburg was beautiful - h ills on top of
But that doesn't matter any more . I've been to Northeastern .
hills o n top of more h ills, green trees, blue
Like, j ust about everybody was there, but, like I'll' lay the rap o n you about it for those
skies and noisy creeks - no problem of smog
of you who weren't there or were so freaked out you don't remember it.
or pollutio n of any kind. T he townspeop le
. It was last W ednesday, if that matters. It was a collection of the heaviest sounds around
were the best par t•of the trip, though - really
the place, and it was all done, like, in support of the strike, if you can dig it.
human , loving and lovable. Twenty-three
So, man , like, we were stilting around grooving for , oh, wow, like hours and hours,
of us invaded their little town in K entucky,
digging the light shows and the heavy rap. But , like you can't explain an experience , man. • worked there, ta lked, listened and played
You had to be there.
there. On the way ho me, we ta lked of the
Like, we really freaked out with the music, it was something else. But, wow, like it was
R izzos, Toilers, Osborns and Goddards as if
the revolutionary rap that really freaked me out. I mean, like, see the sounds were all free ,
they were o ur next door neighbors. T h ings
like everythi ng should be. And in between the numbers and stuff, we'd really get it together
like th is do n't happen as easily here. We
with the heavy rap.
wonder abo ut all the reaso ns still.
There was, like Godfrey, and oh , wow , he was outa sight. Sittiri' there on the edge of the
T he fellas worked the hardest during that
stage, man , with that mike cradled in front of his mouth, and like, he was really laying it on
first week of May. Clear ing brush, h auling
us . !'Like," he was saying, "We've gotta get it together." "Right on, brother," we were all
stone, and barn building don' t go on everyscreaming back. "And, like getting it together isn't e nough, man . We' ve gotta keep it
day in the city. Neither do city people usualtogether. " " Right on again ,* !&! *" we we re yelling. And we were rapping about how his
ly invited you in for lunch, coffee a nd leiblack ha t made him look like Ario Guthrie, man , and it was really far out.
surely conversation. The girls did cooking,
And, like, then there was Frank . If you dug the flick a bout Woodstock , you had to
remember the ca t who was emceei ng everything. Like, Frank was at the mike a lot, and he
was a lmost as heavy as this cat, i;nan. And he was rappin' on solidarity and the Black
P a nthers . And, like, he was really making us get our heads together, man . He was saying
ma n, like, maybe you can't dig where I'm at yet, but, like let me rap a t you a while, and
maybe we' ll come together. So, like he rapped on how the pigs are offing revolutionary cats
grades offered, hours of instruction per
Candidates pre paring to teach foreign
eve rywhere, and how we ve got to get it together. And , like, we were really freaked out.
week (to gi'ie candidates an idea of the " inThen some other cat from one of the bands started rapping about the Woodstock album , languages will find very interesting reading
in a very recent RESEA RCH REPORT
tensity" of the program) and grades at
and he really got us upset , man. Like, he was into the way record pushers are ripping off our
no. 3250 prepared by Mr. William P.
which the la nguage is begun.
culture, see, and, like, selling it for fifteen bucks. And we ain't gonna sta nd for ha ving our
Cote, Director ,of Research for the Educulture ripped off. " W e gotta ge t it together," we we re shouting up to the stage. " And we
cation Service Region o f C oo k -C ounty .
The repo rt also lists'the high schools, la ngotta keep it togethe r," he was agreeing.
Most teachers of fd,re ign la nguages know
guages offered over and a bove F rench a nd
And u s freaks we re rea ll y di gging the ba nd setups. See, like , each one wo uld pl ay for
that the subu rban h1gh school s have language program s in several languages but Spanish - G erm a n, Russian, La tin , Italia n,
fiftee n minutes, a nd then there'd be like tw enty minutes o f setup time . And t hese cats were
ma ny do no t know which eleme nta ry G reek, Czech , etc . So me o f the high s.chool s
pushing g roovy ra p like " T esting," or, "Why t he *!& * a in 't the P.A. working," o r, like
have adva nced placement hono rs classes.
school districts (school s graded K-8) have
they were fa ki ng us out by playing a few notes an d then stopp ing to adjust instruments fo r a
An y can dida te w ho is inte rested in see ing ·
fore ign language program s, grades covered
whi le. Bu t, li ke , we could d ig it , and we were yelling " Hey, * !&?* , let's go! "
a nd other info rm ati o n.
.
a copy of the resea rch report sho uld sto p in
And w hat was really heavy was to watch the .stra ights, qian, . like Lienema nn and·
Mr. Cote's report li sts th e d istr icts hav- th e Placement Office, ,E-1 28 -a nd browse
Howenstine,ana all the ne ighbors.
ing language prog rams, la nguages offered , through t he copy the office'_has o n hand .
Like, I guess somebody told them that we were gonna cut out abou t midn ight, and man,
like, they bou ght tha t line ! M a n, li ke, whe n membe rs of the Woodstock Nation are getting
it toge ther, we go tta groove into the ea rl y hours of the morn ing. And they rea lly t ho ught
tha t, like we we re gonna listen to Bob Seeger for a couple of numbers so it could be over
earli e r! Far out, ma n!
And some o f the cats in the move me nt a re into having the university work with its
1
communi ty to, like rap on e ndin g the war and racism and the police sta te . And , like, I can
dig that rap. I think we ought to be into t hat right away . And , like this is a great way to get
4000 W. PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)
started . A ll t hese cats heard our rock fes ti val, a nd they were proba bly in bed grooving along
abou t I a. m . Maybe now that they know w hat we can do, t hey'll really wa nt to rap down
socie ty's ha ngups with us.
W e ll , like I feel reall y ripped off right now , but I think we've fi na ll y been able to get it
together. Like , this was N o rtheastern . And no o ne who was there will ever be t he sa me .
from Ken Davis

RESEARCH REPORT

If you want GOOD OLD FASHIONED SERVICE go to ·

ALVAN S STANDARD SERVICE

588-9365

Community Workers Cont.

activity of the hundreds available, will be
assigned. Men are wan ted to work with the
" suicide telep hone" w h ich covers the entire C h icago area.
Come a nd llsten to Miss Fox tell you
about the dire need for youthfu l energy, enth usiasm an d creat ivity only you can supply. By working with people, you earn a
reward w h ich can not be measured ma teriall y. Bu t most of a ll, you have the precious
opportu nity of explor ing career areas long
before yo u commit yourse lf to a specific

major and yo u lessen the chance of reaching graduatio n with t hat vague question,
"What ki nd of job can I get '.'" or worse, " I
do n't know what I wan t to do." Certainly,
many people are undecided bu t that is all
the more reaso n for exploring a wealth of
possibilities.
C IRCLE YOU R CALENDAR FO R
T H U RSD AY JUNE 4t h at 2:00 p.m. in
D - 104 M iss Fox w ill a lso be in E - 128 for
personal c hats if_you wish to sign up for
your own 15 minute block of time.

Classifieds
PE RSON A L ADJUSTMENT. He lp you r fe llow stude nts
ac hieve it by m a xi m izi ng th e ir potenti a ls t o a ctu alize
a hi g h gra de in M ental Heglth, the Psychology of
which, they are studying, If yo u have a used copy of
Jo ura r d 's te xt, 2n d Educ9 t io n which you would like to
0

sell, lend or rent to a cprre_nt searcher for his ow~
adjustment, ple a se leave a m e ssage with your name
and p ho ne number in Dr. Perlman's b ox opposite
C- 1, o r m eet pot e ntial buyers MW, 7 :00 pm, Al 19.
The p u b lisher a nd b ooksto res are out of stock.
Th a nks, Dr. Perlman .
Perform a nces a t the Corn Cellar Coffee House are
on S,a turday nights·.
FOR SALE: MISE EN TRAIN French text & workbook
(by Benamo u Ionesco) Set $6 .00. Text alone $5.00.
For more information contact Sherry Alpert 743-4537
(evenings)
! ~

Dear Ronda
Alan.

..

pop m a chines . " Machi ne refunds m a y be o bta ined
thro ugh the PR IN T office •.. " · Th e PRINT office is
deserted!

Mario Cortesi
Hey, Ma rio, we' re (the Print Staff) here witho ut fa il
on Monday nights !f-yo u w a nt yo ur ref und t hat ba d !
Rea d . the "National La mpoo n." It's al most as fuqny
a s th e PRINT.

Why a ren't you- dummies using these classifieds,
c au se t hey're free.
The war goes better with Goke!
A nybody w ho wants C: box of fpod and toys for f!ee,
come down to the PRINT office ... It's been sitting

here since Christmas! First come first served !
Get it together.

l

Hello! Please introduce yourself.

Russi an films and slides -

Tuesday, A - 13,.0 at 1:00.

Attention; to peop·l e who went on the Easton trip to

All power to the people.
I can dig it.
Right on!

Far out, man . Like, wow!

Acapulco - Picnic at LaBagh Woods, Saturday May
30th- 10:00. Entranc e o n Foster Avenue . Meet b y the
shelter. Bring your own food and pictu'res. Fo r fu rther information call ext. 460.

HOW COME THE STINKING VENDING MACHINES
ARE SWIPING ALL OUR MONEY?

Thanks to the PRINT office for teach ing me not to use ~

Coach Kane is a liberal.

588-9850

DOUBLE

S & H GREEN STAMP~
With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week
• TUNE-UPS
• TRANSMISSIONS
• BRAKES RELINED
• RADIATORS

•
•
•
•

WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
HAND WASH
TIRES-BATTERIES

-------~-r.
AUTO AIR
•"~

CONDITIONING ~~
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY. INSTALLED UNITS ,
'.

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS

~

Ill!!'.

Jw J
ORa!•N
....AMPS
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"COTTON,'' "WOODSTOCK," & "SATYRICON"

Happiness is a successful rock festival. .. All over the United States and Canada the young
are prepari ng for a summer of dancin' in the streets. Ever since the Montery pop festival of
Opening May 27th at the Woods Theatre is a new comedy-detective film called "Cot'67, people have been turned on to the idea of having their own loca l music happenings, but
ton Comes to Harlem" which is primarily the work of veteran black actor Ossie Davis.
it took the tremendous success (not financial you understand ) of Woodstock to get ma ny
Davis co-authored the screenplay (from the novel of the same name), and directed the
film which takes place in, and is about New York's Harlem .
people in the Midwest to attempt large scale projects. These organizers have man y guides
that they can follow to assure a worthwhile event. Not all the music festivals have been as
The film is in fact about, made by, and mostly for, black people ; but I hesitate to say
successful as the aforementioned Montery and Woodstock ones. The Altamont Rock Fest
entirely for black people, as the whites in the audience (including myself), at a special
was marred by the killing of a young Black man by some members of the Angels. A 21 year
preview. showing recently, seemed to enjoy it thoroughly.
old Hell's Angel has been indicted for the murder although all the facts have not fully been
The film is unique in that I can't recall a single other which has been so totally "black"
revealed. It seems· that the road manager of the Rolling Stones, who were featured a t the
in all aspects - yet to its credit, I believe it will reach a much larger audience than just
outdoor concert , hired (or bribed if you like) the Angels to be a so rt of bodyguard for the
blacks . The reason it will is simple. It's a very,good, very funny, well-acted, well-directed
film which never bogs down in racial statements.
Stones. Well things just sort of happened and we have one death a nd a few beatings to s how
The plot involves two hard-nosed, veteran detectives (Godfrey Cambridge and Rayfor it.
mond St. Jacques), who have been doggedly trying to "get" con-man-Rev. Deke O-malley
Just the opposite thing happened in the Winters End festival near Orlando. The place
played by Calvin Lockhart. It seems thatthe "Rev." has been fleecing his own people for
was so overpoliced that it e nded up i~constant busts for everything from dope to nudity.
a bundle ($87,000.00) in a phoney back-to-Africa movement, and has gotten himself in
The festivals in Carbondale and Toronto became so commercialized that they began to
trouble not only with the police, but with an ex-partner whom he has crossed, and his girl,
resemble amusement parks . When the big acts began to cancel in Toronto and court battles
played by Judy Pace. Everyone is after the Rev. and the $87,000.00 that has disappeared
arose in Carbondale, the plans sort of went asunder.
· dtlririg a shoot-out~ What ensues is a series of misadventures as the detectives seek to
I think these festivals that have failed have taught ma ny of the future promoters so me
bring the Rev . in and capture and return the money to its rightful owners, the people of
Harlem .
important lessons. Last week, our own Northeastern ran a Strike Rock festival on the
practice field behind the school. The concert featured such acts as Siegal-Schwa! blues
Cambridge and St. Jacques are both determined and humor,o us in their roles , and
Cambridge, in particular, is excellent in controlling his humor and keeping it at the proper
band, Cold Turkey, Truth, Stanley Moss Blues Band , Churchill Moor, Bob Seger System ,
level - never playing it for the big laugh , but building the small ones, which is befitting his
and numerous folk artists. All except Seger were local Chicago bands. Because the surrounding area is primarily residential, there were some complaints from the local s, howpart.
ever, the most striking factor is that there were no busts even though Chicago plain clothThe dialogue is realistic and excellent; the on-location photography of Harlem very
es police were everywhere (Chicago cops?) Therefore it seemed that everyone enjoyed
good, and the acting more than adequate; a ll factors that lead to a good, entertaining film .
thgmselves and that's really what its all about.
Numer~us scenes are extremely funny, especially those that are played with sight gags and
This looks like it's just the begi nning of good things to come. Over the Memorial Day
asides;,yet underneath all the humor is a serious side to the film - one that subtly shows it
· weekend there will be a Kickapoo creek Rock festival near Bloomington , that is bringing in
like it is without gushing all over; and this is why the film succeeds in the end.
such acts as B.B. King, D e laney & Bonni e & Friends , and such C hicago groups as The Joe
It succeeds on two levels really. It is first of all a top-notch comedy and story', directed
Kelley Blues Band a nd Segel-Schwa!. Reports coming in on it tend to show that the wellwell, a nd with intelligent dialogue and scenes; a nd it secondly maintains the abi lity
pla nned concert will be a groove. Around the same time Northwestern will be ho lding a
throughout to laugh at itself a nd its characters . Its humor is laced with truth no question,
festival of the Arts on a tract of land near the campus. J efferson Airplane is a lso cons idbut it is first of all a comedic film which shows us folly be it black or white, and for this
ering a series of fre e concerts to be held this sum mer in C hicago .
reason is enjoyable for anyone who might see it.
"'
If these upcom ing festivals are as successful as they a ppear, a nd the necessary steps are
taken so we can avoid a not her Winterland etc. it looks like it will be a very exciting summer
*********
for C hicago groups and es pecia ll y for the C hi cago people .
Two other films which are playing to large audie nces in downtown theatres, but about
which enough has been said and read to limifmy comments here are "Woodstock", and
"Fellini Satyricon".
The former is certainly a cinema masterpiece in the rea lm of documentary film mak ing.
There is no question that "Woodstock" is a milestone, or hopefully, a stepping-stone for
cinema. Michael Wadleigh and his tireless film crew have brought to the screen a tremendously powerful account of what took place during those three days in New York , and have
, Aristophanes wrote a play entitled
done so without making obviously slanted statements politically or sociall y. Wadleigh has
and the East Village."
' PEACE'. The theme of the play deals with
said that he tried to make the film as objective as he could, and I believe he has succeeded,
a young man, Trygaeus, who goes to heaven
though the real message of what Woodstock was is never obscured. It's there to see .
Stage Players' have attempted quite a few
in search of Peace. When he gets there he different types of plays in the past few years.
In somewhat over three hours the action of Woodstock unfolds on screen with startling
not only finds what he is looking for but also
authenticity. Using split screen techniques effectively for the first time in an American
Some of these were Lysistrata (Aristofilm Wadleigh shows us the excitement, the pathos, the serenity, the mud , the beauty, that
Prosper.ity and Abundance . Since the time
phanes), The Birthday Party (Pinter) and
Aristophanes wrote the play there have u_l}- Thieves Carnival (Anouilh) . Now they are,
was Woodstock; with all its 400,000 performers, Among the best of the "professional"
doubtedly been numerous · renditions of it.
performers are "The Who", photographed brilliantly in various colors and effects ; Joe
under the direction of Mr. David Unimb,
Recently in New York a new version of going to do the musical ' PEACE'. It will
Crocker ; "Ten Years After". Sly and the Family Stone", the "Sha Na Nas" with their
'PEACE' was presented. The play is now
hilarious mid-50's routine, and "Country Joe and the Fish," who had everyone in the
undoubtedly be a most unusual experience
coming to theatergoers as a "M instrel Muaudience singing along to their anti-war rag.
for both the members of Stage Players' and
"Woodstock" is certainly well worth seeing even tho the prices are way out of line at
sical". Another revision is the style which the students of Northeastern as they en$3.50 to $4.00, and tends to run contrary to everything that Woodstock s tands
" lies somewhere between Ancient Greece counter 'PEACE'!
for. (Blame Warner Bros ., not the film-makers.) Nonetheless, once you get settled into
the Woodstock atmosphere (and you certainly will), you will soon forget what it cost you,
and simply enjoy the experience that was Woodstock.
"Satyricon" is, of course, Federico Fellini's newest film-his first in four years, and it
cftfonicles with vivid film imagery the moral and physical decay of the Roman Empire
circa Nero. To say that "Fellini Satyricon" is a compendium of visual images is to put it
Dr. Michael J. Bakalis, Democratic Can- taught Elementary and High schools and
mildly, for Fellini , more so than in any of his previous films, hurls grotesque image after
image at the viewer in a never ending stream until the film ends abruptly in mid' sentence.
didate for Superintendent of Public In- .organized for Northern Illinois Universi ty
At first one is spell-bound by the images of freaks, flagellations , ruins, a nd amputations.
struction of Illinois, is coming to North- a teacher education program for their H isbut about halfway through the film, it starts to become somewhat boring as sequences seem
eastern next week. He is going to speak to tory department called "clinical profesto be repeated and the initial effect has worn off. Nonetheless there is much ,tha t is good
the History Club about ~ome. of the issues sor."
about the film . The few tales that are told within the tale are quite good, and it is only when
concerning "his campaign against present
the film returns to the odessey of the two main characfers, that it begins to drag . Very litSuperintendent Ray Page: One of his slo- .. The meeting is next Thursday, June 4th ,
tle story line holds the film together, so when this happens, there is nothing to fall back
gans is "Illinois needs a professional 'd\.i ~rng the l :00 PM activity. hour in room
on once the imagery fails. Personally, I had trouble maintaining an interest throughout
educator and administrator." He has A-129,-31 .
the film . The similarity between pagan Rome and Today is seen very early in the film , and
after awhile it becomes redundant. The plot line is thin, and the imagery is all that is left
: :~:::: :~: :.::: :::::::-: ·-: --~:: :.~.-.· ·=·=·•· ---~-~-:-:=:=:=:=:•:::•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•.::•:•:=:•:•:•::.:.:::.:.:_•_•_•_•_::•.:~::•;•.•.•.=.:.•.······•.:.:.:.•.•::.· ---·
to sustain one .
:::::::
Now TWO Locations - - NORTH & OLD TOW~ .... ............. :;:;:;
The film is interesting enough to see if you are a sincere Fellini buff, but should you not
be, you just might fall asleep mid-way through the ocean voyage.
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GIANT HAMBURGER$ ,
64 oz. Pitcher of Beer $1.75
LIGHT OR DARK

ROARING FIREPLACE

4-

~

BARBECUE

RIBS

To eat here or tnlce ovt

Bratvvurst & o the r " great "

,,--.,---...-

Charcoal Br oi led Items
PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Mode,., Price-s

- Repairing -

COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

3312 West Bryn

~
~ /

Mawr Ave.

~~

/

-per. from lunch till 2 A .M
7 davs a we~k

~

AMPLE

2741 W. Howord St.

..

973-0990

FREE PARKING

1447 N. Wells

664·2393
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EAGLES WIN CONFERENCE;
EDGED OUT IN TOURNEY

Gene
Corey
Report

L

Coach Hale .·.as reported in the last PRINT, is leaving Northeastern after two years as
coach of the ball team. He' ll resume coaching for Florida Presbyterian College in St.
Petersburg, where there'll be "better weather and facilities."
.
Hale graduated from Chicago's Lake View high school in 1951, where he played outfield. He joined the Baltimore Oriole organization in I 952, where he played first base until
I 960. He played first with Cleveland and the New York Yankees before retiring in 1963 .
After retiring from pro ball, he studied at De Paul University, where he received his B.S.
in physical education, and master's in educaiion. He is now working towards his doctorate
in education administration at Northwestern, which he hopes to complete next year.

Northeastern 's Cinderella baseball squad, made up mainly of freshmen and sophomores, was eliminated in the NAIA district tourney last week, but still made the best
showing of any area ball team in recent years.
The Golden Eagles were invited for the first time to play in the tournament~ along with
Lewis of Lockport, Western Illinois of Macomb, and St Procopius of Lisle. Northeastern
won first place in the Chicagoland College Conference with a 7~2 record, followed l;>y the
Circle, Lewis, and St. Procopius. Their overall record for the season was a healthy 17-5.
In the opening game of the match last Thursday at Lockport, the Golden Eagles
squelched host Lewis 5-2, behind freshman hurler Bob Kanen . That afternoon, though,
they dropped a tough one to Western Illinois, 5-4 in eleven innings. Jim Dobner and Ed
..:: . Miller homered in the game, and Kanen was charged with the loss in relief.
On Friday, they lost their second game in the double-elimination match to Lewis, 10-2 .
Lewis went on to beat Western twice, 13-9 and 6-5, to take the tournament. They'll
compete in the NAIA area six tournament, including teams from Indiana, Iowa, and
Michigan , which Will begin tomorrow at Lockport.
Despite the tournament loss, Coach Bob Hale had nothing but praise for ·his men.
" Every one of them gave all they had, and I'm proud of them all. They played a heck of a
season ." Coach Hale pointed out that their first-place conference finish ended an 18-year
domination by Lewis and_ the Circle . Also, Bob Kanen, who won three and lost one in
conference competition, placed ninth nationally in the NAIA with a sparkling ERA of
0 .72.
The final team totals for the .season:

NAME

~

Pesce
Rizzo
Oscarson
Jelen
Shields
Gigstad
Juliar
Nelson
Kanen
Tiritilli
Dobner
- Nowinski
Miller
Madura
Steinman
Groenwald
Beyers
Gober
Madura
Steinman
Kanen
Groenwald
Beyers
Gober

AB

R

H

73
26
74
78
69
14
61
15
27
31
66
37
68
17
13
15
3
8

15
5
20
15
12
2
14
I
4
8
17
6
19
2
4
2
0
2

22
4
20
28

BB RBI
9
5
9
6

SB

10
3
11
18
12

9

13

10

4
17
2
8
5
23
9
19
2
4
5
0

1
7
2
3

9
29
7
12
5.
15
3
2
2
0
0

10

5
5
9
0
0
0
0
0

I

8
5
0
2
2
0
0
2
1
8
2
0
0
0
0
0

R

ER

H

BB

38
32½
37
33
15
21½

14
7

10
5
3
12
3
8

35
19
27
24
9
19

21
6

10

II

3B

HR

1

2
I
1

0
1

10

0
3
6

12
1
15
2
6
9
7
3
10
3
3
3
0
2

IP

19
7

2B

12
6
12

1

I

so

10

16
8
13

I

I

1
2
0
1
2
8
1
6
2

0

2
0
0
2
0

I

0
0
0
0
0

I

o·
1
0
6
0
0
0
0
0

I

0
0
0
0
0

I

1
0
I

K
39
25
36
32
15
26

I

2

w
5
4
3
3
I
I

L
0
0
1
3
0
1

Northeastern's two other summer sports, golf and tennis , closed shop last week .
The golfers· record wasn't as bright as the ball team's, but Coach Charles Kane was
pleased with the best team showing in four years of competition.
The team won two matches, tied one. and lost fifteen in the Chicagoland College Golf
Conference, which includes the Circle, Chicago State, De Paul, IIT, Loyola, Niles, Roosevelt, Wheaton, and University of Chicago. Their victories came in a tri-meet with Loyola
and Wheaton on May 5.
Coach Kane said that the year really wasn't as bad as the "cold statistics" make it out to
be. "A few matches were lost by only a stroke or two. For example, we finished eighth in
the Chicagoland College Golf Tournament, missing seventh by one stroke."
Only two of the team's members won't be back next year, seniors Joe Rossie and Larry
Bernstein. The other golfers are Chuck Young (jr.), Richard Podraza (fr.), J im Jetel (jr.),
Ken M rock (fr.), and alternates Ed Meyer (fr.) and Bob Ryan (fr.).
Coach Kane also hopes for "walk-on golfers," freshmen and transfer students who are
· able golfers, to bolster next year's team.
.

************

.

ERA
2.36
1.37
0.72
3.27
1.80
3.43

THE FLIP SIDE
TRS TICKETRON ELECTRONIC TICKET O FFICE
HOURS : DAILY 10-5 : 30

STEREO L.P.'s-$3.19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5.50
MONAURAL LP .'s-$1 .00 _ _. . .~Iii

·_. ·• ..... from N\OY 15 thru June 22

!GPI
Cinema Theatre
llllla1u DIiiy • far m•eat 1rau11 l'lttl call: WH 4-5117
·---------Clliragl A - at lliclllgln.

.

There weren't many bright spots for the tennis squad this season. "We· had a perfect
season," explained Coach Ron Faloona. "We lost 'em all."
AVE.
The team , which suffered due to graduation ofkey'men, endured an 0-7 season, plus an
.301
'eighth place finish in the U ICC tournament. Captain Bill Pollakov was the top man, with a
.154
4-4 singles mark, and Pollakov and Mark Sullivan combined for a 4 -3 doubles record.
.270
The team members, who will receive letters at the Sports Banquet on June 24, are: Bill
.359
Pollakov (sr.), Bob Kaplan (sr.), Mitch Woltersdorf (sr.), Mark Sullivan (so.), Mike Laun.188
.286 - ius (jr.), Warren John (jr.), and Bruce Stone (jr.) .
.279
.133
And finally , for you die-hard "Stick with those Sox-ers," is it true that their latest slogan
.296
is: "We try harder. We're number four."
·
.
.161
.348
.231
.279
. 117
.3 07
.333
.000
.125

